Media and Entertainment Partnerships

PARTNERSHIPS ACROSS WORKFLOWS
Adobe
Together, Adobe and Dell EMC offer collaborative editing software and high-capacity, scalable storage technologies that deliver
flexibility and choice to media and broadcast customers.
•
•
•
•

•

Isilon Adobe Premiere Pro Configuration and Optimization Guide
Adobe Anywhere for Video and Dell EMC Isilon Scale-out NAS
Adobe Team Projects with Dell EMC Storage
Adobe: Isilon OneFS 8.1.x and Adobe Premiere Pro Configuration and Optimization Guide - 2018
Adobe: Isilon OneFS 7.2 and Adobe Premiere Pro V9 Reference Architecture - 2017

Anevia
Anevia has pioneered the development of cloud DVR and multiscreen solutions, giving television viewers freedom of choice in what,
when, and where they watch.
•

Accelerating Video Service Adoption with Anevia Cloud DVR Solutions and Dell EMC

Arvato Systems
Arvato Systems’ VPMS is the professional solution for creating, managing, and processing all digital video content from ingest and
production, transcoding, and quality management, to distribution, playout and archive.
•

Arvato and Dell EMC - Media Asset Management for the Enterprise

Aspera
Aspera and Dell EMC Isilon have partnered to create the first high-performance, reliable, scalable content delivery solution, designed
specifically for Dell EMC Isilon clustered storage.
•
•

Solution Overview: Aspera Enterprise Server for Dell EMC Isilon
White Paper: Aspera Software for Isilon Scale-out NAS

Ateme
The ATEME TITAN transcoding platform, combined with Dell EMC Isilon X-Series scale-out network-attached storage (NAS), provides
a best-in-class scalable solution for efficient video-on-demand (VOD) processing workflows.
•

Efficient VOD processing workflows with Ateme and Dell EMC
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ATTO Technology, Inc.
The ATTO Technology FastFrame NS 10 Gigabit Ethernet adapter is your gateway to high-performance Dell EMC Isilon media
storage, giving users the ease of use of a shared network volume and throughput.
•

ATTO Technology FastFrame 10 Gigabit Ethernet Network Adapter Configuration Guide

Autodesk
As a leader in 3D design, engineering and entertainment software, Autodesk provides fast, collaborative and interactive tools for visual
effects finishing and 3D compositing.
•
•

Using Autodesk® Flame® and Dell EMC Scale-out storage for 4K uncompressed workflows
Autodesk Flame: Isilon Configuration Guide

Axle
Axle's simple media management software is an affordable complement to Isilon's scalable storage, providing browser-based proxy
viewing, search, review and approval and subclipping for editors.
•

Axle and Dell EMC Isilon—Easy, Affordable Media Management

AWS Elemental
Dell EMC Isilon and Elemental provide best-in-class, massively scalable solutions for Internet protocol television (IPTV) transcoding
and on-demand content delivery for broadcast media workflows.
•
•
•

Dell EMC Isilon and Elemental Server Configuration Guide
Breaking the CPU Barrier in Media Transcoding Performance
Optimized Monetization, Management and Distribution of Multiscreen Video

BitCentral
Broadcasters produce more content and deliver more airtime for more platforms than ever before. Bitcentral's news workflows enable
stations to do more with existing resources.

Blackmagic
Blackmagic Design creates the world’s highest quality video editing products, cameras, color correctors, converters, monitoring,
routers, live production switchers, disk recorders, waveform monitors and real time film scanners for the feature film, post production
and television broadcast industries.
•

Blackmagic Design: Revolutionary Tools for Post Production - 2018

Brevity
Brevity, developed by AllDigital, is a breakthrough software product that revolutionizes how today’s bandwidth-intensive video content
is produced, stored and shared.
•

Out-of-the-box speed improvements of global delivery workflows with Brevity and Dell EMC

Broadpeak
Broadpeak designs and manufactures video delivery components for Content Providers and Network Service Providers deploying
IPTV, Cable, Satellite, OTT and mobile services.
•

Broadpeak and Dell EMC deliver award-winning video solutions
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Cinegy
Cinegy software encompasses every aspect of collaborative production, from ingest to editing to playout, all connected to an active
archive with full digital asset management.

Dalet
Dalet solutions enable media organizations to create, manage, and distribute content faster and more efficiently, fully maximizing the
value of assets. Dalet products power end-to-end workflows for news, sports, program preparation, production, archive, and radio.
•
•

Dalet and Dell EMC Isilon: End-to-End Multimedia Broadcast Production and Distribution
Dalet Amberfin and Isilon: Streamline Your File Based Workflow - 2016

Edgeware
Edgeware offers leading operators and content providers the tools to deliver modern TV services on a huge scale and at a low cost.
•

Edgeware and Dell EMC Isilon: Delivering a quality viewing experience at scale

Empress
eMAM is a powerful media asset management platform that provides an online proxy library of digital content with powerful tools
accessible from any web browser, Android tablet, or iPad. It manages the native resolution content in storage and archive in one or
more on premise or cloud locations.
•

eMAM: Empress eMAM with Dell EMC Isilon and ECS

Evolphin
Specializing in the Capture, Processing and Distribution of digital assets, Evolphin Zoom is a highly available platform able to ingest
massive content from multiple devices and given tight integration with major authoring tools, process and distribute content.

Evertz
Evertz Microsystems Ltd. is a global, industry-leading manufacturer of end-to-end broadcast solutions and equipment for all aspects of
production.
•
Evertz and Isilon for Content Management and Delivery

EVS Broadcast Equipment
EVS designs leading broadcast and media production systems for sports, news, and TV entertainment.
•

Isilon and EVS Configuration Guide

Filecatalyst
-FileCatalyst is a software platform designed to accelerate and manage file transfers securely and reliably. Global organizations use
FileCatalyst to solve issues related to file transfer including content distribution, file sharing, and offsite backups.
•

FileCatalyst: Isilon Scale-out Storage and FileCatalyst
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FilmPartners
FilmPartners delivers MXFserver, a software package that turns the Dell EMC Isilon platform into a universal collaborative environment
for professional broadcast editing systems.
•
•

Collaborative Editing Workflows Using Isilon and MXFserver
Collaborative Editing Using Isilon and Filmpartners MXFserver

FlavourSys
FlavourSys provides high-quality software for project sharing and project management for video post productions.
•
•

Workflow Tools for Postproduction Using Isilon and FlavourSys
Collaborative Editing Using Isilon and FlavourSys Strawberry

Oracle Front Porch Digital
Front Porch Digital is the leader in content storage management (CSM) for the broadcast, media, and entertainment industry. Front
Porch Digital manages the largest broadcast archives in operation in the world.

Gorilla
Gorilla offers a complete range of scalable and modular solutions that can help transform your media production into a full or tiered
digital process.
•

Gorilla and Isilon Workflow for Broadcast, Media, and Entertainment

Grass Valley, a Belden Brand
Grass Valley, a Belden Brand, keeps broadcasters, content owners and service providers Future-Ready as they navigate the changing
landscape of television. Grass Valley delivers end-to-end television production and content distribution workflows, combined with
expert consultation and insight that lead to sustainable success.
•
•
•

Grass Valley EDIUS and Isilon: Superior 4K workflows
Grass Valley iTX Integrated Playout and EM Isilon
Grass Valley Stratus and Isilon - Media Delivery at the Push of a Button

GrayMeta
GrayMeta is a forward-thinking data company that powers automated metadata collection and represents a new way of extracting
metadata across the enterprise. The GrayMeta Platform offers the freedom to extract, store, update and add intelligence to metadata
which expands search-ability across more applications, turning information into valuable data.
•

GrayMeta Artificial Intelligence in Media & Entertainment Solution Overview - 2018

Imagine Communications
Imagine Communications is the global leader in total content delivery solutions for existing and evolving broadcast markets delivered
locally while surrounded by a world-class service and support team.
•
•

End-to-End Solutions Transforming Today’s Workflows
Playout Moving to Private Clouds
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Levels Beyond
Levels Beyond is behind the software platform Reach Engine that allows companies to create and curate video content on new era
tools and enable smart, secure and elastic cloud services in sync with media workflow.
•

Removing the Complexities of Media Management

Marquis Broadcast
Marquis specializes in supporting the adoption of new technologies for data-intensive environments and provides a range of bespoke
services for the design, implementation, and operation of new processes.
•

A Workflow Automation Solution from Marquis Broadcast and Dell EMC

Masstech Group, Inc.
Masstech Group is a developer of software and embedded hardware centered on a powerful core database to enable management,
conversion, distribution, and sharing of digital content across IT storage and networking infrastructures.

MediaBeacon
MediaBeacon is an award-winning enterprise digital asset management solutions provider. MediaBeacon's intuitive and highly
personalizable widget-based solutions allow organizations to find, organize, convert, track, and distribute digital media across the
enterprise and globally.
•

Empowering Digital Assets in a Media Supply Chain – MediaBeacon and Dell EMC

MOBITV
MOBITV is a video delivery solutions expert committed to making the live and on-demand entertainment experience better across all
devices and platforms.
•

MOBITV and Dell EMC Isilon: Bridging the gap between traditional and streaming TV

NLTek
Nearchive™ from NLTek improves cost effectiveness and productivity by augmenting the available capacity of proprietary production
storage with nearline archive backed by Dell EMC Isilon or ECS storage.
•

NLTek Nearchive with Dell EMC Isilon and ECS storage

Pixspan
Pixspan enables full-resolution workflows beginning from camera RAW, to image processing, through to final assets. The unique
product reduces storage costs and increases transmission speed of full-resolution media, medical, and surveillance imaging. Its
software covers all bit depths and resolutions of EXR, DPX, TIFF, Cineon, and ARRIRaw, while remaining bit exact.
•

Accelerating 4K Full Resolution Workflows with Pixspan and Dell EMC
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Rohde & Schwarz
R&S®VENICE is a future-ready, versatile ingest and playout platform for production workflows for Standard Definition, High Definition,
and up to 4K UHD-1.
•

Real-time HD and 4K UHD Capture and Playback with R&S and Dell EMC

SeaChange
SeaChange enables transformative multiscreen video services through an open, cloud-based, intelligent software platform trusted by
cable, IPTV, and mobile operators globally.

Sienna
Sienna provides a best-in-class, end-to-end digital media infrastructure for news, sports, and TV production, using Dell EMC Isilon
shared storage.
•

Sienna and Dell EMC Isilon Broadcast Solutions

Signiant
Used today by leading brands in the most data intensive industries including Media and Entertainment, Energy, Life Sciences,
Technology and more, Signiant delivers extreme file sharing solutions that facilitate the movement of critical digital assets between
systems, users, and partners. Unlike fragmented, first-generation file transport solutions that have proliferated ad hoc networks and
disparate, unmanaged transport mechanisms, Signiant’s offerings are purpose built for the accelerated and secure sharing of extreme
digital content.
•

Dell EMC Isilon and Signiant Extreme File Sharing

Sony
Sony provides support for XDCAM and HDCAM formats as well as specialized equipment and systems for data recording, duplication,
electronic photography/publishing, videoconferencing, high-definition video, and interactive and security applications.
•

Dell EMC Isilon Scale-out NAS and Sony Media Backbone Enterprise Management System

Tedial
Tedial provides software-based content and media management business solutions that maximize operational efficiency and
profitability to broadcast and other media organizations. Our ten-year proven track record enables broadcasters to take full advantage
of file-based workflows, cloud computing, and other technologies with minimum risk and maximum benefits.

Telestream
Telestream products have set the standard with the world's leading media and entertainment companies, corporations, and
government institutions for the transcoding, processing, and delivery of digital media.
•
•

Best Practices for Integrating Telestream Vantage with Dell EMC Isilon OneFS
Scalable, intelligent workflow automation with Telestream Vantage and Dell EMC Isilon

Transmedia Dynamics
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TMD is a leading provider of collections and media asset management solutions for physical and digital content. Our Mediaflex ®-UMS
workflow solutions help some of the world’s most prestigious media, broadcast, government and archive organizations transform the
way they cost effectively manage and monetize their media content.
•

TransMedia Dynamics - Dell EMC Solution Overview - 2018

VizRT
VizRT provides real-time 3D graphics and asset management tools for the broadcast industry—from award-winning animations and
maps to online publishing tools.
•

Vizrt Viz OneTM and Dell EMC: Collaboration and efficiency across multiple departments

Woodwing
Elvis DAM is powerful and easy to use digital asset management software. It’s specifically designed for centralizing, organizing, and
distributing large quantities of digital marketing material like images, lay outs, PDFs and banners. Without any training, users have a
great media search tool at their fingertips. Elvis DAM can also be easily integrated with ECM, MAM, MRM, and CMS platforms.
•
•

WoodWing Elvis DAM Solutions Overview
Design and Publishing Workflows With Dell EMC Isilon Scale-Out NAS and Woodwing Elvis DAM

ABOUT DELL EMC
Dell EMC is a trusted leader in media and entertainment storage for content creators, broadcasters, and content delivery providers.
Dell EMC storage forms the foundation of a simple and future-proof infrastructure, giving you the agility to transform business
operations, and the flexibility to adapt to new media workflows. Through innovative products and services, Dell EMC accelerates
creation and monetization of media, helping media professionals store, manage, protect, and analyze their most valuable digital media
assets.

Learn more about Dell
EMC solutions for Media
and Entertainment

Contact a Dell EMC Expert

View more Isilon resources
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Join the conversation
with #DellEMCStorage

